This document for download includes several rubrics and evaluations used in practice by
CapSource clients and Dr. Ann Lambros, a collaborator on an article we published titled,

“How to Grade Project-Based Experiential Learning with Real Host Companies”
Asset 1: Individual Student Assessment In Group
• This is designed as a peer evaluation so students can assess one another throughout the
duration of the project (designed by Ann Lambros)
Asset 2: Final Presentation Assessment
• This is a rubric designed for companies and faculty that are present and responsible for
grading the final presentation (designed by Ann Lambros)
Asset 3: Alternate Final Presentation Assessment
• This is an alternate rubric designed for companies and faculty that are present and
responsible for grading a CapSource Live Business Case Competition final presentation
(designed by CapSource)
Asset 4: Written Executive Memo Assessment
• This is a rubric designed for companies and faculty that are responsible for grading a
CapSource Live Business Case Competition written memo (designed by CapSource)

Individual Student Assessment In Group

Student
Names

Rate each individual’s performance as:

Dates
CRITERIA
Participates in group work
Contributes to project success
Listens to others
Is prepared to contribute
Is engaged in group process
Finds and contributes quality
information
Demonstrates understanding of
key concepts
Accepts contributions from
others
Demonstrates commitment to
group success
Demonstrates responsibility for
group expectations
Overall Rating

4 = Excellent
3 = Good
2 = Fair
1 = Poor
0 = Unscorable

HPA 150: Assessment Final Presentation
Group Name: ______________________________________

Quality Rankings:

4 = Excellent

3 = Good

2 = Fair

Criteria
Evidence of comprehensive redesign of one or more
elements of the US health care system supported by
logical thought and defined key concepts

Evidence of thorough research with sources referenced

Evidence of original thought integrated with existing key
concepts

Evidence of inclusion of multiple perspectives

Evidence of “product” completion (significant
development of prospectus)

Evidence of full understanding of key and new concepts
offered

Evidence of full understanding of potential influences of
external factors (i.e., technology advances, political
factors)

Redesign presented in clear, organized and well explained
format

Evidence of shared responsibility in product creation

Additional Comments:

Score

1 = Poor

0 = Unscorable

Comment-Required

Live Business Case Presentation Rubric
Instructions: Each panel should submit only ONE completed form per team. As individual judges, please feel free to write notes and comments
throughout the presentation. Once the presentation is done and the students have left the room, you must discuss the presentation results
amongst yourselves to come up with a consensus score for the team.

Excellent
Argument
Overall, did the students make
a good, persuasive argument
about the case?
8 Possible Points

Case Feasibility
Did the students demonstrate
that they understood the
company’s challenge?
8 Possible Points

Company Feasibility
Did the students demonstrate
that they understood the
company’s business?
8 Possible Points

Research & Support
Did the students substantiate
their response with outside
research?
8 Possible Points

Structure

Did the student present their
argument in a well-organized,
digestible way?
6 Possible Points

Professionalism
Did the students present their
ideas in a professional
manner?
6 Possible Points

Creativity
Were the students creative in
their response?
6 Possible Points

The argument was
exceptionally clear and
convincing. It was
communicated at the start,
cohesive throughout, and
properly concluded.

8

7

The students’ recommendation
was well thought out and
communicated effectively.
Their suggestion was
appropriate and feasible for
the company.

8

7

The students demonstrated a
clear understanding of the
company. They also included at
least 3 company-specific
examples to support their
strategy.

8

7

The students clearly
researched and used several
substantial outside resources
to validate their ideas and
assumptions.

8

7

The presentation was easy to
follow and organized
professionally. The sections
were clear and the conclusions
were strong.

6
The students were very
professional and organized
with their presentation.
These students are ready
for the real world!

6
The students were very
creative in their response.
That creativity ultimately has
the chance to create more
value for the host
organization.

6

Very Good

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

The argument was clear. It was
communicated appropriately.

The argument was relatively
clear but could have been
more convincing. It could have
been better executed.

The argument was unclear,
improperly developed, or
inconsistent in nature.

6

5

The students’ recommendation
was relatively clear. Their
suggestion was appropriate
and feasible, but needed some
additional information so it
matched the company better.

6

5

The students demonstrated a
clear understanding of the
company. They also included at
last two company-specific
examples to support their
strategy.

6

5

The students incorporated
some good research, which
they were able to use to
establish some credibility.

6

5

The presentation was easy to
follow. The sections were clear
and the conclusions were
present.

5

4

The students were
acceptable in their
professionalism.

5

4

The students were creative
in their response, and it’s
possible that these ideas
could create value for the
host organization.

5

4

4

3

2

The students’ recommendation
was understandable but likely
unfeasible/not clearly feasible
for the company.

4

3

3

4

3

2

The students were
somewhat professional, but
showed some signs that
they weren’t quite prepared.

3

2

The students came up novel
ideas, but were not entirely
creative with their ideas.

3

2

0

The students did not
understand the company
and/or did not clearly show
that they did.

1

0

The students did not clearly
incorporate research and did
not substantiate their ideas
using outside sources.

2

The sections were clear and
conclusions were present.

3

1

2

The students incorporated
some good research, but the
quality of the sources or
their insights were
questionable.

0

The students’ recommendation
was unclear and not
communicated effectively.
Their solution was not
appropriate, feasible, or valid
for the company.

2

The students demonstrated a
reasonable understanding of
the company. They also
included one company-specific
example to support their
strategy.

4

1

1

0

The argument was rather
difficult to follow and/or there
were no clear conclusions.

1

0

The students were clearly
not professional nor
prepared for the
competition.

1

0

The students showed
little or no creativity

1

0
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Live Business Case Written Memo Rubric
Instructions: Each panel should submit only ONE completed form per team. As individual judges, please feel free to write notes and comments
throughout the presentation. Once the presentation is done and the students have left the room, you must discuss the presentation results
amongst yourselves to come up with a consensus score for the team.

Excellent

Very Good

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

Did the students suggest a
viable solution for the
challenge at hand?

The argument was
exceptionally clear and
convincing. It was
communicated at the start,
cohesive throughout, and
properly concluded.

The argument was clear. It was
communicated appropriately.

The argument was relatively
clear but could have been
more convincing. It could have
been better executed.

The argument was unclear,
improperly developed, or
inconsistent in nature.

5 Possible Points

5

Argument

Clear
Were the students clear about
their decision making and the
plan for moving forward?
5 Possible Points

Concise
Were the students concise
when presenting their ideas in
written format?
5 Possible Points

Consistent
Was the written memo
consistent with the
presentation?
5 Possible Points

Professional
Did the students present their
ideas in a professional
manner?
5 Possible Points

The students’ argument was
well thought out and
communicated effectively.
Their suggestions were clear
and appropriate given the
challenge at hand.

5
The students were concise in
the memo, but were able to
properly cover the appropriate
content.

5
The memo was very consistent
with the presentation. It was
clear that they were prepared
to present their insights in
multiple formats.

5
The student memo was
professional and organized in
content and structure. These
students are ready for the real
world.

5

4

3

The students’ argument was
relatively clear. Their
suggestion was appropriate
and feasible, but needed some
additional information so it
matched the case better.

4

3

The students were pretty
concise with their memo.

4

3

The students did a great job on
both the memo and the
presentation, but it was not as
consistent as they could have
been.

4

3

The students were acceptable
in their professionalism.

4

3

2

1

The students’ argument was
understandable but likely
unfeasible/not clearly feasible
given the case.

2

1

The students wee concise, but
they weren’t able to
communicate everything they
needed to in their memo.

2

1

There were some
inconsistencies between the
presentation and the memo,
but large the students did a
good job.

2

1

The students were somewhat
professional, but showed some
signs that they weren’t quite
prepared.

2

1

0
The students’ argument was
unclear and not communicated
effectively. Their solution was
not appropriate, feasible, or
valid for the company.

0
The students were not concise
and either exceeded the twopage memo format or left out
major parts of their argument.

0
There were major
inconsistencies between the
memo and the presentation.
It was difficult to follow their
different arguments.

0
The students were clearly
not professional nor
prepared for the
competition.

0

Additional Feedback:
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